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We report on measurements of the transverse
magnetization of a ferrofluid rotating as a
rigid body in a constant magnetic field, H0,
applied perpendicular to the axis of rotation.
In the rotating ferrofluid, the local magne-
tization M(r, t) will be off from the equi-
librium value Meq(H) and a viscous-drag
torque occurs by virtue of the difference be-
tween the angular velocity of the particles
and the local angular velocity of the surround-
ing liquid. In order to countervail this flow-
induced torque, a magnetic torque M × H
appears. This interplay between the flow-
induced and the magnetic torque generates a
component of M perpendicular to the exter-
nally applied field H0. According to Maxwell’s
equations, the relation between the constant
magnetic field H inside the ferrofluid sam-
ple, the magnetization M, and the externally
applied magnetic field H0 reads

H + NM = H0. (1)

Here N denotes the demagnetizing factor that
reflects the geometry of the sample under in-
vestigation (N = 1/2 in our experimental
setup).
Deviations from the equilibrium are largest
when the rotation rate Ω of the fluid is com-
parable with the relaxation rate 1/τ . The
off-axis magnetization perpendicular to H0

is measured as a function of both the ap-
plied magnetic field, H0, and the angular
frequency Ω. The latter ranges from a few
Hz to frequencies well above a characteris-
tic inverse Brownian relaxation time. Our
experimental results strongly indicate that the
transverse magnetization is caused only by a
small fraction of the collodial ferromagnetic

particles.
We have compared our experimental results
with the predictions of several different mod-
els. But none of these single-relaxation-time
models seems to describe our findings in the
full range of frequencies and external mag-
netic fields. Real ferrofluids, however, being
composed of a broad distribution of parti-
cles sizes presumably show more complex
magnetization dynamics than those of the
models here, in particular when Ω is not very
small compared to the smallest relaxation
rate of the system. In semidilute systems
where the dipolar interaction between the mag-
netic particles is not yet relevant one can ex-
pect the magnetic degrees of freedom to re-
lax independently from each other. We are
currently investigating such polydisperse model
extensions to describe the experimental data.
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